AEROMODEL GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES FOR AEROMODELLING ACTIVITY. Applicability of Aircraft Rules on Aeromodels. Aeromodels by their
aerodynamic characteristics are flying.

This is a big hurdle, admits Sharma, explaining that many components end up costing many times their
original price. Perhaps this is due, in part, to those RTF and ARF owners now being involved in the hobby
long enough to want to build their own plane, rather than buy just another stock mass-produced one? Earlier
this year, the directorate general of civil aviation DGCA announced a draft policy for drones. Above: RC
airplanes of foam construction are commonplace, particularly in the beginners sector. However, the
operational requirements are based on the aforementioned categories and not use cases. Read more about ARF
rc airplanes. Aeromodellers tend to be a passionate bunch: The AMA meets up every weekend, sometimes at
their ground in Bawana, but they also have agreements with other clubs and facilities to use their grounds. In
return, you get to make new friends, pick up DIY skills, spend time outdoors, and, above all, have the
satisfaction of controlling an actual flying machine. For example, in case of breach of privacy through drones,
the privacy laws will apply, in case of violation of mineral exploration guidelines, the laws governing that
particular sector will be applicable. The photo below shows a typical ARF kit, fresh out the box: ARF airplane
kits have become very popular in recent years and there are some excellent quality kits out there - and some
very bad ones too! Once all parts of the plane wing, fuselage, tail etc There's a definite skill to using such
coverings and the manufacturer instructions regarding iron temperature settings should be followed carefully;
if in doubt, practice on some spare balsa first! You can start off by making your own gliders from scratch and
learn a lot about aerodynamics in the process, pick up kits, or go straight to the flying part with a ready-to-fly
model. The down side is price and a few more engine parts to worry about adjustment and breaking. The heat
melts the adhesive backing which sticks the film to the balsa, then the iron or a heat gun is used to shrink the
film over the plane parts. Model plane construction Model airplane kit construction takes place over the plan
which must be laid out on a flat modelling board. The so-called hanger rash is a common issue with foam
planes! Aeromodels do not present a security threatâ€”unlike drones," says Sharma. It calls for patience and
forces you to brush up on your high-school physics. White wood glue PVA , aliphatic resins and
cyanoacrylate CA glues are commonly used on balsa to balsa joints, but where stronger joints are needed such
as landing gear plates and engine bulkheads then two-part epoxy resin is common. Its a nitro-methane alcohol,
oil mixture that lubricates these engines as they run. In Mumbai, Wings India, among others, reflects the trend.
Most electric powered RTF Ready to Fly rc airplanes are made this way and in the last few years there has
been a huge surge in the number and variety of foam planes available. Read more about RTF rc airplanes.
Always wear some kind of protective mask when sanding; balsa dust is very fine and easily inhaled, which
isn't particularly good for you! Most common are two cycle high RPM engines will enough power to get the
job done twice. Depron Although balsa wood has long been the main material used in model airplane kit
construction, there is a growing number of aeromodellers who are using Depron foam. Balsa vs. Above: A
CAP 21 fuselage takes shape over the plan. On a laser-cut kit, such as the Pitts shown above, it's normal to
interlock the tight-fitting pieces together dry, and then 'wick' thin CA glue into the joint of the two pieces.
Nitro or Gas powered are the "Kings" of the RC airplane world, real airplanes burn fuel and so do these. The
components of the plane such as wing ribs and fuselage formers may already be cut out either by CNC
machine or, more commonly these days, laser. Above: a laser-cut balsa and ply kit, my Jamara Pitts S2B.

